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“What we need instead is an area of freedom to help creativity. What 
we have been doing for years in our office is to go to the place and 
ask the people to help us in organising their landscape. We are the 
architects, and I don’t want to escape from that responsibility of being 
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98 PARTICIPATION IN ARCHITECTURE DEFINITON
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1312 PARTICIPATION IN ARCHITECTURE AGRUMENTS
THE MEDICAL FACULTY AT WOLUWE-SAINT LAMBERT, ‘LA MÉMÉ’COLLECTIVE MODEL
1514 PARTICIPATION IN ARCHITECTURE
“The phase of formulating the hypothesis corresponds technically to what is called 
in authoritarian planning as ‘the project’. But in authoritarian planning this means 
translating into organisational and morphological structures, functional and expressive 
objectives that have been defined once and for all - or which are easily frozen 













participation	becomes	 part	 of	 the	 process,	 unleashing	 energies	 that	 have	 not	yet	
been	explored.	The	phase	of	formulating	the	hypothesis	corresponds	technically	to	
what	is	called	in	authoritarian	planning	as	‘the	project’.	But	in	authoritarian	planning	
this	means	 translating	 into	organisational	and	morphological	 structures,	 functional	
and	expressive	objectives	 that	have	been	defined	once	and	 for	 all	 -	or	which	are	
easily	frozen	because	they	follow	an	institutional,	and	therefore	predictable	logic	of	
behavior	and	representation.
“Architecture needs to be understood within a broader framework than the surface of 
the image, both in terms of engaging with context and in terms of engaging with all the 
senses, through time and experience of use.”
	 Unlike	 authoritarian	 planning,	 which	 imposes	 final	 solutions	 from	 the	 start,	
process	planning	formulates	a	sequence	of	hypotheses	aiming	at	participation.	Each	
hypothesis	enlarges	the	field	of	forces	already	created	by	the	preceding	hypothesis,	
and	 therefore	 brings	 about	 its	 own	 replacement	 by	 a	 successive	 and	 yet	 more	
appropriate	hypothesis.	Afterwards	it	starts	up	again.
Process	planning	promotes	growth	and	flexibility.




- GIANCARLO DE CARLO
1716 PARTICIPATION IN ARCHITECTURE ARGUMENTS
PICTORIAL GLOSSAY OF MUF PROJECTS
‘PARTICIPATION OUTCOMES’ 
MUF
	 Founded	in	London	in	1994,	muf	names	thier	work	as	"a collaborative practice 
of art and architecture committed to public realm projects." Thier	 work	 consists	
of	 urban	 designs	 where	 the	 processes	 of	 planning	 are	 left	 open	 to	 include	 the	
voices	 of	 others.	 In	 their	 projects,	 spatial	 arrangements	 and	 material	 resolutions	
are	 often	 negotiated	 through	 meetings	 between	 the	 public	 and	 private.	 Muf	
often	 creates	 frameworks	 for	 futher	 action	 rather	 than	 specific	 outcomes.	 This	
methodology	 to	 their	 approach	 in	 designs	 allows	 the	 support	 of	 small	 claims	
to	 space,	 through	 small	 interjections	 rather	 than	 large	 over	 arching	 "solutions." 
1918 PARTICIPATION IN ARCHITECTURE ARGUMENTS













2120 PARTICIPATION IN ARCHITECTURE ARGUMENTS
PERSPECTIVE OF MADELEY TRANSFER AREA
PERSPECTIVE OF MOBILE TEACHING MACHINES
















2524 PARTICIPATION IN ARCHITECTURE DEFINITON
ARNSTIEN’S LADDER (1969) DEGREES OF CITIZIN PARTICIPATION
Definition

















causes	discomfort	 to	most	architects.	However,	 this	 loss	of	control	 should	not	be	
seen	as	a	threat	to	the	profession,	but	as	an	inevitable	condition	that	must	be	worked	
with	in	a	positive	manner.	Anticipated,	and	projected.	
“If agents are indeed to allow themselves to act otherwise, then the knowledge that they 
bring to the table must be negotiable, flexible and, above all, shared with others. Agents 














2928 PARTICIPATION IN ARCHITECTURE CONTENTION












through	 the	process	 of	 participatory	model-making.	 Rather	 than	only	 seeking	out	
community	voices	for	surveys	and	data	collection,	this	project’s	goal	is	to	empower	
a	community’s	sense	of	ownership	through	collective	design.	To	quote	Lucien	Kroll,	
a	notable	architect	known	for	his	focus	on	participatory	design,	said	 “What we need 
instead is an area of freedom to help creativity...and ask the people to help us in organizing 
their landscape. We are the architects, and I don’t want to escape from that responsibility, 
but I do not want to decide alone.”
	 	The	methods	of	this	project	will	be	tested	and	examined	in	collaboration	with	
students	 from	Dr.	King	Elementary	School	 in	Syracuse,	New	York.	By	designing	 a	
participatory	method	for	model-making,	the	project	will	involve	students	in	the	early	
stages	of	urban	design	and	make	it	more	educationally	and	socially	accessible.	
	 Historically,	 top-down	 approaches	 have	 distanced	 architects	 and	 urban	
planners	from	the	communities	and	neighborhoods	they	are	directly	impacting	with	
their	 designs.	Alternatively,	 bottom-up	methods	 are	passive	 at	times	 and	dissolve	







3332 CASE STUDY ANALYSIS PROCESS
MASSING STUDIESMUMBAI LIFE














3534 CASE STUDY ANALYSIS PROCESS
COURTYARD ISOMETRICPROCESSING PLANT ISOMETRIC
3736 CASE STUDY ANALYSIS PROCESS
WHAT IF?...A NARRATIVE PROCESS FOR RE-IMAGING THE CITY
THE PLAN "JIGSAW" USED AT A COLLABORATIVE WORKSHOP ALLOWING PARTICIPANTS TO 
MOVE PIECES AROUND AND REMOVE AND ADD ELEMENTS AND FACILITIES AGREED ON
















	 This	 project	 serves	 as	 an	 important	 precedent	 for	 the	 larger	 processes	 that	
are	involved	in	community	design,	however,	it	falls	short	in	imagining	new	ways	of	
engaging	community	input.
3938 CASE STUDY ANALYSIS PROCESS
NORTH SHEFFIELD RESIDENTS AND CONTRIBUTORS PROJECTIVE COLLAGE OF NEIGHBORHOOD DESIGN
4140 CASE STUDY ANALYSIS PROCESS
COLOR PALETTE, GRAPHIC AND COMPOSITION SYSTEM COMMUNITY WORKSHOP - THE COMMONS
Love Letter to The Crump 

















4544 CASE STUDY ANALYSIS LOCATION
AERIAL PERSPECTIVE, SYRACUSE UNIVERSITY AND DOWNTOWN WESTERN GATE PERSPECTIVE
A Gateway to the Campus - B.Arch Thesis 1987
	 This	 thesis	proposed	a	new	master	plan	for	Syracuse	University.	 It	used	the	
Syracuse	University	campus	as	a	model	to	research	the	American	college	campus,	
not	only	as	a	type	of	architecture	planning,	but	also	as	a	reflection	of	the	american	
educational	 system.	 Through	 a	 series	 of	 comparative	 analyses	 to	 other	 college	
campuses,	Syracuse	was	given	a	new	framework	to	develop	by.
 




4746 CASE STUDY ANALYSIS LOCATION
BEFORE
AFTER
15th Ward North - B.Arch Thesis 2020
	 This	thesis	project	was	concerned	with	the	idea	of	walkability	at	the	scale	of	














5150 CASE STUDY ANALYSIS OUTCOME
PROGRAMMATIC SITE PLAN
AERIAL PERSPECTIVE CONNECTIVE SPINE
Corporeal Meeting Place - B.arch Thesis 2012
	 This	thesis	project	aimed	to	stitch	together	many	different	conditions	 in	the	
suburban	landscape.	The	importance	of	privacy	in	the	suburban	home	was	challenged	
through	 a	 large	 series	 of	 public	 spaces	 that	 shared	 the	 front	 and	 back	 yards	 of	













misused,	 or	 underused	 spaces.	 Ecobox	 Garden	 was	 part	 of	 a	 series	 of	 projects	
launched	in	2001	that	reimaged	spaces	as	a	way	to	preserve	urban	"biodiversity"	by	
encouraging	the	co-existence	of	a	wide	range	of	lifestyles	and	living	practices.











`BORDER BETWEEN SOUTHSIDE AND UNIVERSITY HILL DISTRICTS, SYRACUSE, NY
SITE
Research
 Syracuse University is constantly expanding, stretching to its geographic 
limits, and giving little back to the city; it is currently encroaching on impoverished 
communities that are strictly bound by the works of public infrastructure. To remedy 
this, a master plan has been implemented from the architecture firm Sasaki and 
proposals to bring down I-81 are underway. However, a new frontier for the university 
is imminent. With careful consideration of these conditions, there is potential to 
improve the relationship that the university has with the surrounding communities.
 The university started from a gated campus on a hill, and it has developed 
simultaneously but separate from the industrial boom of the city. This separation has 
been emphasized through the rapid expansion of the university and the decline of 
the post-industrial downtown. The west side of campus has developed through time, 
neglecting adjacent communities and reinforcing its edge. All of the campus master 
plans that have been implemented in the past have failed to make clear connections 
to the larger urban fabric, thus turning its back on the larger community.
 The westernmost, university-owned building is the Syracuse University steam 
plant. The university currently draws most of its power supply from this facility, and it 
acts as one of the many infrastructural monuments downtown. Sasaki’s plan calls for 
a renovation of the existing steam plant and the addition of a new university building 
on the same block. With consideration of both an updated university building and a 
considerable infrastructural transformation of I-81 into a boulevard, we foresee this 
area as a future site of possible gentrification.
 By involving ourselves with the community of the Southside district and 
listening to their needs, our goal is to reveal how participatory model-making engages 
a community and better informs urban design. Participation in community-based 
design is a system of empowerment that gives more control back to the people, 
which we believe should be a crucial part of university development in this specific 
neighborhood. 
 Through this process we aim to question the methods of architecture and urban 
planning. Historically, top-down approaches have distanced architects and urban 
planners from the communities and neighborhoods they are directly impacting with 
their designs. By engaging the community and facilitating more open communication, 
we strive for this thesis project to serve as a model for the necessary levels of research 
and first-hand experience that should be present in architecture and urban planning. 
5958 PROJECT DELIVERY SITE
(LEFT) SYRACUSE MEDIAN HOUSEHOLD INCOME  |   (RIGHT) SYRACUSE UNEMPLOYMENT RATE  (LEFT) SYRACUSE POPULATION BY RACE  |   (RIGHT) SYRACUSE VACANCY RATE 
6160 PROJECT DELIVERY
COMMUNITY GRID ALTERNATIVE, NYS DOT
SITE




PARKS AND GREEN SPACE
PUBLIC AND PRIVATE HOUSING SCHOOLS AND COMMERCIAL CENTERS
CHURCHES AND COMMUNITY CENTERS
6564 PROJECT DELIVERY
SITE SECTION LOOKING NORTH
SITE SECTION LOOKING EAST
SITE
6766 PROJECT DELIVERY
PIONEER HOMES, PUBLIC HOUSING, & WILSON PARK
SITE
ALMUS OLVER TOWER, PUBLIC HOUSING
6968 PROJECT DELIVERY
MCKINNEY MANOR, PUBLIC HOUSING
SITE










 STEAM at Dr. King Elementary School is part of the Syracuse City School District. 
It emphasizes learning through doing and places particular importance on the fields of 
science, technology, engineering, art, and mathematics. It has recently implemented 
a new curriculum under the direction of Principal Kuricheses Alexander. Currently, 
the school is conducting mostly remote learning via Microsoft Teams, however, they 
are also conducting in-person classes twice a week. The Participant group for this 
thesis project will be students from Steven Vincent’s fourth-grade robotics class. 
Schedule
I. Process Design (Month of January)
 The components and design of the participatory kits will be completed 
and fabricated by mid February. A website will also be developed for students 
to upload their work remotely.
II. Community Engagement (February - Mid March)
 The workshops will be conducted with the students for three to four 
weeks, ending by mid March.
III. Final Scheme (Mid March - May)
 The inputs of the community workshops will be filtered and implemented 




7776 PROJECT DELIVERY METHOD

































































8988 SPECULATION POTENTIAL OUTCOMES
9190
WEST ELEVATION
SCALE 1/128 IN = 1 FT
SPECULATION POTENTIAL OUTCOMES
 With a community’s potentials harnessed, a new type of urban form can 
arise. Whether it be an entire multi-block scheme, or a simple reconfiguring of an 
abandoned parking lot, there is a method for engaging and empowering community 
members. Our speculations for what this method can produce are limitless in scale 
but consistent with its community considerations and architectural syntax.
 Throughout the process of working with students and community members, 
there will undoubtedly be opportunities to improve upon our designed participation 
tools. Different students will gravitate towards different aspects of participation, and 
we are hoping we will learn from that.
 It is important to note that this process and method for engaging community 
members is not exclusive to elementary school students. This method can and should 
be adapted for audiences of different age groups. However, it is to be noted that the 
creativity and inventiveness of children is sometimes more inspiring and impactful. In 
different circumstances, this method would be tested with community members of 
all age groups in order to diversify the outcomes and enrich the participatory tools. 
 Whomever we work with, we, as architects, will be in direct communication 
and design directly with and for the community members we are engaging. Our final 
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